Livestock Quota Bonus Trip

Programming Excellence Application

County ________________________________

Species (Circle One) Dairy Beef Dairy Goat Meat Goat Poultry Rabbit Sheep Swine

Person Completing Application ________________________________

Contact Information ________________________________

Signature of Extension Educator or Program Coordinator – verifying accuracy ________________________________

Please provide a 200-word description of successful programming efforts in your county with respect to the species indicated. The efforts discussed must have occurred between June 1, 2016 and June 1, 2017. Be sure to include objectives, outcomes, number of people participating, etc. You are allowed to submit one page of publicity and one page of photos from your county’s programming efforts. The additional pages must be on white 8 1/2 “x 11” paper and attached to this application. Any pages beyond the 4-page application of this cover sheet, 200-word description, photos page, and publicity page will be excluded from the application. Also, please do not include the names of any 4-H Participants, Presenters, Volunteers, or Staff in the application.

Programming Excellence Application Notice: Any pages beyond the 4-page application of the cover sheet, 200-word description (any words over the 1st 200 will be removed before judging), photos page (words allowed as brief captions only), and publicity page (one page of actual publicity only) will be excluded from the application.
200-Word Description of Programming Excellence